Impulsivity in obese women
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Abstract

In our obesogenic environment, self-control might be necessary in order to prevent overeating. Impulsivity is supposed to make it more difficult to resist the temptation to eat too much and can thereby contribute to overweight. In the present study, the hypotheses is tested that obese individuals are more impulsive. Thirty-one obese and 28 lean women, sampled from the normal population, are tested on a behavioural measure and three self-report measures of impulsivity. The obese women appeared more impulsive on the last part of the behavioural task, but not on the self-report measures. Implications of the results are discussed.
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Introduction

The incidence of obesity has increased dramatically in the past few decades. The consequences are enormous, both for obese individuals and for society. The availability of high caloric, tasty food items plays an important role; the temptation is omnipresent. However, although the relation between the increase in availability of tasty food and the increase in obesity is obvious, it cannot explain obesity on the individual level. After all, not everyone experiences difficulties in limiting one’s food intake, while enduring the same food overexposure. What then makes this difference between normal weight and obese persons?

There is some evidence that obese people are more prone to give in to temptations and are less effective in inhibiting their impulses. Self-reports show that obese people are more impulsive than lean people and show co-morbidity with other impulsive behaviours, like substance abuse (Chalmers, Bowyer, & Olenick, 1990; Rydén et al., 2003; Williamson, Kelley, Davis, Ruggiero, & Blouin, 1985). In addition, it has been found that obese children are less able to delay gratification and more often choose a direct reward over a larger delayed reward, which is an index of diminished self-control (Bonato & Boland, 1983), although inconsistent results are found (Bourget & White, 1984). Recent research has also shown that obese children in a treatment programme are less effective in response inhibition in a stop signal task and are more sensitive to reward in a gamble task than lean children (Nederkoorn, Braet, Van Eijs, Tanghe, & Jansen, in press). Obese adults showed a preference for high immediate gain, but larger future losses in a gamble task, instead of lower immediate gain, but smaller future loss, indicating poor and impulsive decision making (Davis, Levitan, Muglia, Bewell, & Kennedy, 2004). Moreover, Holtkamp et al. (2004) found that children with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), who are impulsive by definition, had a higher BMI and incidence of obesity, compared to reference values. Recently, co-morbidity between obesity and ADHD was reported in children (Agranat-Meged et al., 2005). Not only do obese people in general appear more impulsive, within obese individuals high impulsivity is related to less weight loss during treatment (Jonsson, Bjorvell, Levander, & Rossner, 1986; Nederkoorn, Braet, et al., in press; Nederkoorn, Jansen, Mulkens, & Jansen, in press) and is predictive of treatment drop-out (Hjordis & Gunnar, 1989).

In sum, there is growing evidence that obese people are impulsive in several aspects. However, the exact relation between impulsivity and obesity is still far from clear. Most
of previous research on impulsivity and obesity relies on self-report, which is subject to demand characteristics. Behavioural research with obese adults is particularly scarce. Moreover, impulsivity is a very broad concept, incorporating many different aspects, and is defined and measured in many different ways. Correlations between these different measures of impulsivity are low (Barkley, 1991). So if it is concluded that obese people are more impulsive, what does this exactly mean?

In the present study, several measures of impulsivity will be used. One behavioural measure will be used: response inhibition as measured with the stop signal task, and three self-report measures, namely delay discounting, the trait impulsiveness of the Eysenck Personality Profiler (EPP) and sensation seeking.

Method

Participants were called for by advertisements in a Dutch national woman’s magazine and a local newspaper, in which obese and lean women, younger than 50 years, were asked to participate. Thirty-one obese women (mean BMI 39.0, SD = 5.3) and 28 normal weight women (mean BMI 22.5, SD = 2.2) participated. Mean age of the normal weight group was 41.8 (SD = 7.4), mean age of the obese group was 40.9 (SD = 6.6; not significant t(56) = 0.5).

The stop signal task (Logan, Schachar, & Tannock, 1997) was used to measure response inhibition. Response inhibition, measured with this task, has shown to be related to impulsivity (Logan et al., 1997) and to discriminate between obese and lean children (Nederkoorn et al., in press) and between restrained and unrestrained eaters (Nederkoorn, Van Eijs, & Jansen, 2004). In the stop signal task (for more detail, see Logan et al., 1997), people must respond as fast as possible on a choice reaction time (RT) task, unless a stop signal is presented in which case their response must be inhibited (25% of the trials). The delay of the stop signal was adjusted dynamically dependent on the responses of the subject. The two variables measured in this task are RT and mean stop delay. The stop signal reaction time (SSRT) was calculated by subtracting the stop delay from the RT. Higher stop signal RTs means less inhibitory control. The participants completed four blocks of 128 trials successively.

Delay discounting was used to measure the preference for direct smaller rewards over delayed larger rewards. While for everyone a reward discounts in value if the delay gets longer, this effect is stronger for impulsive people and substance-dependent individuals, and they will choose more often the immediate reward (Madden, Petry, Badger, & Bickel, 1997). In the delay discount procedure used (for more details, see Madden et al., 1997), participants had to choose between two hypothetical monetary amounts: a lower amount now (ranging from 990 to 100 €) or 1000 € later, and seven delayed times are used, ranging from 1 week to 25 years. The point in which someone switches from the delayed reward to the immediate reward (or visa versa) is noted. With the formula $V = A/(1 + kD)$, in which $V$ is the turning point, $A$ is the delayed reward of 1000, and $D$ is the delay in days, $k$ can be calculated for each of the seven delays used. The $k$ value determines the speed of discounting and higher $k$ values are indicative of higher impulsivity.

The trait impulsiveness of the EPP (Eysenck & Wilson, 1991) was used to measure a personality trait of acting on the spur of the moment, making hurried decisions and carefree, changeable and unpredictable behaviour. Restrained eaters are found to report higher impulsiveness than unrestrained eaters (Nederkoorn et al., 2004). On a related measure, obese people indicated higher incidence of impulsiveness compared to a control group (Ryden et al., 2003). The questionnaire consists of 20 items, each item is scored on a three-point scale, from 2 (agree) to 0 (not agree). Higher scores indicate higher impulsiveness.

The Dutch sensation seeking scale (SBL, Feij, Van Zuielen, & Gazendam, 1982), based on the SBL of Zuckerman (1994) measures the seeking of varied novel, and intense situations and experiences, and the willingness to take risks for the sake of such experiences. The scale is related to substance abuse (Jones & Lejuez, 2005) and impulsive pathology (Zuckerman, 1994). In Ryden et al. (2003), no difference between obese people and a reference group was found on aversion to boredom, a component of sensation seeking. The scale comprises four subscales: thrill and adventure seeking (TAS), experience seeking (ES), disinhibition (DIS) and boredom susceptibility (BS). Only the last two subscales were administered. The DIS subscale exists of 12 items and the BS subscale of 13 items. Each item is scored from 5 (totally agree) to 1 (totally disagree). Higher scores mean higher sensation seeking.

Participants received the Dutch SBL and the trait impulsiveness of the EPP by mail. The other two measures of impulsivity were administered in our lab. Body weight and length were measured and the participants received travel expenses and a small fee.

Results

The first hypothesis was that obese women show longer stop times (SSRTs), indicating a deficit in response inhibition. Overall, no significant difference was found ($F(1, 56) = 1.8$, $p = 0.18$). The group × block interaction was however significant ($F(3, 55) = 3.6$, $p < .05$), see Fig. 1. As can be inferred from the figure, both groups clearly showed a practice effect: in block 1 the SSRTs were longer than in the other blocks. While at first there was no difference between the groups, at the end of the task, the obese group started to have more difficulties with response inhibition than the control group. $T$ tests of the blocks separately showed that the groups differed marginally at block 3 ($t(56) = 1.7$, $p < .1$) and significant at block 4 ($t(56) = 2.2$, $p < .05$). No differences between groups were found on their RTs ($F(1, 56) = .6$, $p = .45$) and the group×block interaction was not significant ($F(3, 55) = .2$, $p = .9$), meaning
that the obese women had no difficulties in responding per se.

No differences between groups were found on delay discounting ($t(56) = 1, p = .3$), the trait impulsiveness of EPP ($t(56) = 1.4, p = .16$) and the SBLs (DIS: $t(56) = 1, p = .3$, BS: $t(56) = 1.5, p = .14$).

**Discussion**

Obese women were expected to appear more impulsive on several measures. Indeed, the present results showed that the obese women were more impulsive on the stop signal task than the normal weight women; obese women inhibited their responses less adequately during the stop signal task in the last blocks, while they had no difficulties in responding per se. This is line with previous research, in which obese children and restrained eaters are found to show less adequate response inhibition, compared to their control groups (Nederkoorn et al., in press, 2004).

On the self-report measures, no group difference was found. This is not in concordance with previous research, in which obese participants did report higher impulsivity (e.g. Rydén et al., 2003). However, the power in this study is limited, and it is possible that with more participants, group differences would be found on the self-report measures. It is also possible that in this study, in which the experimental group was explicitly selected on their weight status, evaluation apprehension was especially high, which may have influenced the self-report. The different outcomes for behavioural and self-report measures is in concordance with a study of Wonderlich, Connolly and Stice (2004), who found that objective measures of impulsivity like delinquency or substance abuse did predict onset of eating disordered behaviour but self-report measures of impulsivity did not. This suggests that behavioural measures might be more adequate to measure impulsivity, in obesity and eating disorders, than self-report. Self-report measures can be biased by demand characteristics and lack of self-insight, and therefore their validity can be questioned.

The obese women in this study did show less effective response inhibition, at the end of the task. Speculating about the nature of this relationship, it can be hypothesized that less adequate behavioural inhibition underlies overeating, especially in the omnipresent temptation of palatable food. Frequent overeating in turn, can lead to overweight and obesity. This is in line with research on other consumptive behaviour. For example, impulsive people are found to ingest more alcohol (Loxton & Dawe, 2001) and caffeine (Jones & Lejuez, 2005). It is possible that the various consumptive behaviours are related and that the same fundamental lack of control underlies excessive use or intake, although the outlet differs.

The relation between response inhibition and obesity can perhaps also explain the disappointing results of weight control treatments, based on self-regulation of energy intake (Lowe, 2003). It seems that self-control should be improved in order to find enduring effects. However, this is difficult to learn. Most research on improving inhibitory control stems from treatment of children with ADHD. An overview of empirically based treatments (Barkley, 2004) shows that contingency management strategies are most effective, besides medication, although the effects usually do not generalize across different situations and do not last after treatment. These kinds of strategies are also used in treatment of obesity. For example, Epstein, McKenzie, Valoski, Klein, and Wing (1994) found that contingent reinforcement in a family-based weight control programme for overweight children and their parents was more effective than a noncontingent reinforcement at 6 months and 1 year, but these effects were not maintained at 2 years.

There is also some research at the effect of methylphenidate, a frequently used and very effective medicine for children with ADHD, on weight loss. Treatment with methylphenidate reduces BMI in children with ADHD, especially in children with a higher BMI (Schertz, Adesman, Alfieri, & Bienowski, 1996). Leddy et al. (2004) found that methylphenidate reduced energy intake in obese men during a palatable meal. They suggested that the mechanism might be altered hunger, satiety, macronutrient preference or altered rewarding value of food. It is, however, also possible that the methylphenidate increased inhibitory control in the obese men, making it easier for them to stop eating and finish the palatable meal. Methylphenidate may possibly help (morbid) obese people to control food intake and lose weight subsequently.

The main conclusion of this paper is that the obese women showed deficits in response inhibition on a behavioural measure, while they did not appear impulsive on self-report measures. These findings are partly consistent with the hypothesis that impulsivity might play a role in the cause of obesity. Further research is needed to confirm the relation between impulsivity and obesity.
Moreover, the possibility that helping obese people to control their impulses might help them to lose weight seems worth investigating.
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